
Pitcher Catcher

(P) (C )

Scorebook Position: 1 2

Attributes: Strong defensive player Leadership skills

Must be able to back up plays and cover bases 

when necessary

Can't be afraid to be vocal and take charge 

(but doesn’t mean to being over powering)

Strength and stamina (may have to pitch 7 

innings)

Aware of the game situations at all times and 

communicate plays and strategies to the 

infielders

Willingness to work hard Must be able to handle pitchers and keep the 

game under control

Good size and strength

Intelligent

Hard workers and tough individuals

Quick hands and a quick glove

Should have quick feet (if possible)

Should have strong arm and a quick release

First Base Second Base Third Base Shortstop

(1B) (2B) (3B) (SS)

Scorebook Position: 3 4 5 6

Attributes: When to hold a runner Able to charge slowly hit balls and snap throws 

to first base

Nickname the "hot corner" The most demanding infield position

When to relay a ball from the outfield Take relays from the outfield Most be ready for anything at all times Mobility (Run back quick for pop flies and 

charge slowly hit grounders

You must have a good glove and quick hands Good fielding ability Must be able to handle everything from 

sharply hit line drives to one-hop shots to 

slowly rolling bunts

Make strong and accurate throws tto first 

base from deep in the hole

Quick feet Good range to their left and right You also have to stay mentally in the gameso 

you are ready for any kind of play

Very good glove skills

Good arm (this will help with plays that are at 

third base and home)

Quick feet for double-plays Mental toughness for hard hit balls Very good range to their left and right

You can be both left or right handed (left 

handed players can throw to other bases more 

easily)

Average arm Quick reflexes Strong arm

When catching a ball its best you use both 

hands when possible

Accurate arm Very accurate arm

Aggressive attitude Good sense about the game

Fast Recover quickly from mistakes

Usually the teams strongest infielder

Left Field Center Field Right Field

Scorebook Position: (LF) (CF) (RF)

Attributes: 7 8 9

Good foot speed Good leadership abilities Good speed and endurance for constantly 

backing up first base

Good ball judgment Very good, quickness Good glove for sharply hit balls that ten to tail 

off in the outfield

Strong arm because more long balls are hit to 

left field resulting in the need for longer 

throws

Strong and accurate arm Accurate arm with quick release

Ability to catch balls on the run Very vocal, not afraid to talk to teammates Usually have the weakest (but biggest smile) 

of all the outfielders

Ability to catch balls on the run

Very good speed

Want to Play a Certain Position?  It takes Hard Work…


